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“IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO BE WHAT
YOU MIGHT HAVE BEEN.” 

~ GEORGE ELIOT

Welcome!
To the Yoga With Paul July newsletter…

This month we've enjoyed some stunning summer weather and riding 
my bike to and fro between Yoga Haven in Clapham, where I teach 
Dharma Mittra Yoga and my various hot yoga classes has been a real 
delight. I also blogged about a great outdoor dance event on the 
Southbank – hope some of you made it!

In the blog, I've written about how to turn any holiday into a yoga 
holiday, hydrating foods, tips for Awkward and Floor Bow Poses and 
added a couple of entries to the growing Bikram Yoga A to Z. 

The newsletter includes the best bits of Yoga With Paul in a neat 
package you can download, forward, post on the notice board at work 
or otherwise share the good yogi vibes.
~Your feedback suggestions and questions are always appreciated!

Namaste, 
Paul  

Follow Yoga With Paul on email or @YogaWithPaul on Twitter. 

Yoga With Paul Recipe of the Month: 
A delicious, indulgent raw vegan blueberry cheesecake packed with 
nutrients. Dessert never tasted so good (or good for you!)

YWP Popular Post – Slow Down:
Readers enjoyed revisiting this post on the value of taking it slow. 
Click here to read 'Slow Down'
How does yoga help you slow down? Please share!

Best of the (other) Blogs 
Ideas & inspiration & delicacies

Meditation tips for beginners
“Meditation is the art of focusing 100% of
your attention in one area. The practice 
comes with a myriad of well-publicized 
health benefits including increased 
concentration, decreased anxiety, and a 
general feeling of happiness.”
Click here to continue reading

Healing Raw Courgette Soup
“Turmeric is the spice that gives curry its 
gold color and contains the compound, 
curcumin. It has been used as medicine in
China and India for centuries. Turmeric 
has strong anti-inflammatory properties 
with no side effects. There has been some
exciting research linking turmeric to the 
prevention of Alzheimer's disease and the 
ability to inhibit the development of many 
cancers. Here's an easy and delicious raw
soup recipe with turmeric.” Click here to 
continue reading

Let go of the fear of being hurt again
After we go through a hurtful situation,
we avoid anything that we believe caused 
our pain. This instinct of self-preservation 
can protect us from repeating mistakes 
and experiencing pain, but it can also 
prevent us from living life to the fullest. 
Click here to continue reading
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Yoga Holiday With Paul

What can I say? It was great!

I want to extend a heartfelt thanks to all the students this year. It was a

blessing to teach such a wonderful group and to experience your energy,

strength and dedication. Look for the memoir coming soon! 

http://yogawithpaul.wordpress.com/ 

http://tinybuddha.com/blog/let-go-fear-hurt/
http://foodsforlonglife.blogspot.com.es/2010/03/creamy-raw-vegan-zucchini-soup-with.html
http://foodsforlonglife.blogspot.com.es/2010/03/creamy-raw-vegan-zucchini-soup-with.html
http://zenhabits.net/meditation-for-beginners-20-practical-tips-for-quieting-the-mind/
http://yogawithpaul.wordpress.com/2013/01/08/slow-dow/
http://wp.me/p2Rh5Q-ep
http://yogawithpaul.wordpress.com/2014/05/12/dharma-mittra-yoga-classes-with-paul/
http://yogawithpaul.wordpress.com/2014/07/17/project-dance-at-more-london/
http://yogawithpaul.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/YogaWithPaul
http://yogawithpaul.wordpress.com/

